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INTRODUCTION

Your brand is your customers overall experience of your product and 

business. It’s the sum of all parts of what you do, as perceived by the 

customer. Your brand is so much more than fonts and colors. It’s what you 

stand for. It’s who you are. 

 

Think about when you interact with a business, let's say Target (or Kmart in 

Australia). Target’s Brand Identity (which is only part of their brand) is their 

name, the firetruck red color that is everywhere in-store and online, and the 

bullseye logo. But (in the States anyway) Target’s BRAND is family friendly, 

fun, adventurous, and accessible. Target has turned consumerism and 

shopping into an adventure destination that memes are made about. 

They’ve nailed their branding. People have even entirely acquiesced to the 

fact that entering a Target means you WILL spend more money than you 

thought you were going to, and THEY’RE ENTIRELY OK WITH THAT.

 

Branding is so much more than the basics of font, colors, and logo. And in 

fact, these are often the LEAST important part of your brand! Over the next 

few pages I'll introduce you to the core components of a strong brand, and 

give you tips and tricks on how to find and use them.
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MISSION  
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CORE  VALUES

VALUE  

PROPOSITION

TARGET  

AUDIENCE

BRAND  

PERSONALITY

Your Mission Statement 

encapsulates what, how, and 

why your business exists. It is 

the foundational and unifying 

purpose behind everything 

you do.

BRAND  

IDENTITY

This is what your brand stands 

for and is the foundation it 

operates from. Your Core 

Values are the purpose 

behind each of your actions.

This is a statement of WHY 

someone should purchase 

from you, and not your 

competitors (or purchase at 

all).

One or two explicitly detailed 

people whose lives will be 

made better by purchasing 

your product or service.

Humanizing your brand so 

that it can better relate and 

connect with your 

humanized target audience.

Ah, finally. The ones everyone 

thinks about: logos, fonts, 

color schemes, tagline, shape, 

etc.



MISSION STATEMENT
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CREATE

Name WHAT your business does, HOW it does it, and WHY. Put it into one 

sentence and voila! You've got a one to two sentence Mission Statement.

 

Here's mine as an example: I empower solopreneuers and small businesses 

to be The Whole Package by cultivating strategic vision in people-centered 

media.

CORE VALUES

CREATE

Name 4-6 Core Values that your business stands for. If properly 

implemented, these will be what you are known for and how people feel 

about you - so choose words that you actually intend to uphold. You can 

choose for these to be one-word answers or concise phrases.

 

My Core Values are: empower, passion, mindful, honest, creative, and 

community.

IMPLEMENT

Plaster your Mission Statement across your Social Media channels in your bio, 

expand on it as captions, write blog posts about it, place it prominently on 

your website. You get the gist.

 

But beyond that, actually USE it. That's right. Ensure that everything that you 

do in your business, from every new product or service you release to every 

marketing tactic you use, is founded in your Mission Statement.

IMPLEMENT

These are what you will go back to time and time again, through every single 

iteration or new phase of your business. As your business grows more into 

itself, it will be growing deeper into these Core Values. When you come up 

against a tough decision in the future, run your options against your core 

values, and there will doubtless be a clear winner. 

 

Also, in all of your digital content (i.e. social media captions) these should be 

at minimum felt, at maximum explicitly stated.

p.s. you can find a worksheet for this under Freebies on my website!

p.s. you can find a worksheet for this under Freebies on my website!



VALUE PROPOSITION
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CREATE

What need does your brand fill, what explicit value will it bring, and what 

makes you special compared to your competitors?

 

Here's a simple formula to follow:

- 1 sentence headline: this is your "thesis" statement, your main point of value 

(and, where possible, is catchy).

- 2-3 sentence explanation of what you do, for who, and why it's useful.

- 3 bullet points of the key features of your offer/differentiating factors.

 

Value Propositions are longer, so see my example directly to the right!

TARGET AUDIENCE

CREATE

Who will purchase your product or service? Give a general age range of about 

10 years. Then, NAME (like actually create a person) 1 or 2 ideal customers, 

and detail every aspect of their lives. Who do they hang out with, what's 

important to them, where do they live, how do they spend their free time - 

everything that feels important. If you aren't sure where to start, check out 

my free worksheet* (I also give you an example of my Ideal Customer there!).

IMPLEMENT

Your value proposition provides good talking points in all of your digital 

marketing efforts. Create an email campaign doing exactly what your Value 

Proposition says you will. Write a social media caption that talks about how 

you're different than your competitors. Publish a blog post that dives into the 

specific struggles of your niche. 

 

Your Value Proposition is also a good one to include on any project proposals 

that you submit if you are a service-based business.

IMPLEMENT

Once you've named your 1 or 2 ideal customers, practice talking to them. 

Write them a letter - not necessarily about your business, but just about 

them and their lives. Get comfortable engaging with them, because then 

you'll take this conversation public by "talking to them" through everything 

that you write publicly. You'll even create your products and services for 

THEM. 

 

For example, I wrote this whole pack with my 2 ideal customers in mind, and 

since you found it and it's resonating with you - hello ideal customer! It's you!

*you can find this worksheet under Freebies on my website!

Giving you the secrets to digital 

media success.

 

In an industry that typically 

keeps their secrets to themselves 

in hopes of creating dependent 

client relationships, empowering 

solopreneurs to successfully 

develop and manage their own 

digital media campaigns is a 

radical idea. And yet, therein lies 

my core business strategy.

 

- I teach personalized strategies 

that accommodate your unique 

array of capabilities and 

practicalities.

- I offer personal and practical 

insight into my own process so 

that you can learn from my own 

successes and mistakes.

- I empower you to implement 

your personal strategy in a way 

that removes any overwhelm, 

frustration, or anxiety from the 

process and replaces it with 

absolute confidence and 

worthiness.

Also known as Ideal Customer.

This is my favorite one 

because it involves more 

creativity! But don't worry, 

if that's not your jam, you'll 

likely have enjoyed the 

Value Proposition much 

more than I did.
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WHEW!

WE 'RE  MAKING  PROGRESS .

PLEASE  ENJOY  THIS  PICTURE  OF  A  

CUTE  PUP  BEFORE  CONTINUING .



BRAND PERSONALITY
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CREATE

Good news! This one will be easy after doing your Ideal Customer profile(s).

 

Now we're figuring out: if your brand was a person, who would they be? It's 

ok if they end up looking sort of similar to an idealized version of you 

(natural, even!). But give them a name, a unique style, and a tone of voice. 

Ensure that your tone and style aligns with all of the aforementioned pieces 

of your brand as well. 

BRAND IDENTITY

CREATE

And now we're at the basics! Wahoo! These should honestly be the last thing 

on your priority list. First, because everything else will do more for you in the 

long run. Second, because they'll likely begin naturally appearing as time 

goes on.

 

These are your primarily you logo, fonts, and color scheme. You can play 

around with tools like Canva (where I made this!) for a DIY version, or hire a 

professional to set these up. 

IMPLEMENT

Whenever and wherever you speak, ensure you're doing so out of your Brand 

Personality. If your Brand Personality is quirky and fun, don't hesitate to 

throw a few jokes in along the way and keep things light! If it's more studious 

and "professional," include more facts and figures. 

 

If your brand personality is someone who has an effortless, clean style, ensure 

your website and social feeds have the same vibe. Whoever it is, make sure 

they show up everywhere.

IMPLEMENT

Besides the obvious ones, some fun and unique ways that you can 

implement your brand identity is by creating branded social graphics (i.e. 

Pinterest Pins to point back to your website!), ordering branded packaging to 

ship your products in, or creating business cards (I love Moo.com!) that are 

anything but normal.

p.s. For further research into this, might I recommend The Five Dimensions of 

Brand Personality by Jennifer Aaker
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YOU MADE IT!

I'M SO GLAD YOU FOUND THIS GUIDE. MAY 

YOU USE IT AND FIND MASSIVE 

CONFIDENCE AND SUCCESS FROM DOING 

SO! 

I 'M  CARLY  (THE  GIRL  IN  THE  

PICTURE )  AND  I  LOVED  EVERY  

SECOND  OF  WRITING  THIS  UP  FOR  

YOU .

Have questions?

You can find me on instagram @wholecomedia or 

carly@wholecomedia.com


